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HURRICANE IRMA

a storm
FOR THE BOOKS

While Hurricane Irma won't be the last hurricane to impact the U.S., it came with many firsts.

- In Alabama, this was the first hurricane to be declared as a tropical storm.
- In Georgia, this was the first hurricane to affect the state.
- In Florida, this was the first hurricane to cross the state.
- This storm is the first hurricane to affect Florida since Andrew in 1992.

132
DEATHS

185 mph
peak wind speed

425 mile diameter

70,000 square miles
affected by IRMA's winds

$62.87 MILLION
in damage

AMERICAN AIRLINES & DELTA

more than
1,500

parents weekend, full-sized pickup trucks of students were removed from Coral Gables campus

13 DAYS OF CLASS MISSED
LAST DAY CHANGED FROM

tue. 5
to
tue. 20

gamechanging

FSU

Georgia Tech

re scheduled from

Sept. 16 to Oct. 7

re scheduled from

Oct. 12 to Oct. 14

The football team relocated in Orlando, Florida to practice during storms.

25% of homes in Key West were destroyed
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SCAN Magazine
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DIVIDING INFINITY

Sleep doesn't come easy for the SCAN team. For 14 days, 24 hours a day, they tracked their activity levels in five-minute intervals. In the following categories, time spent during homework, hanging out with friends, eating, sleeping, commuting to school, watching TV and outside work. Multitasking was encouraged, allowing the staff to record up to two activities at once. Sleep and outside work accounted for the majority of the scan.
The United States has been the top country for international migrants since 1960, with one-fifth of the world's migrants living here as of 2017. Despite its long history of immigration, the U.S. has perceived immigration as both a valuable resource and a major challenge. Since 2016, significant actions on illegal immigration have been taken by the Trump administration despite the amount of undocumented and unauthorized migrants being a very small portion of the United States' population overall.

**IMMIGRANTS AND THEIR SHARE OF THE TOTAL U.S. POPULATION, 1850-2017**

- **Total Number of Immigrants**
  - As a percentage of U.S. Population as of August 2017
  - 13.9% of U.S. Population
  - As of August 2017

- **Unauthorized Immigrants**
  - 3.4% of U.S. Population
  - As of August 2017
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Tear Gas, Grenades, & Legislation
The French government’s controversial responses to yellow vest protests
by Lee Smith

As of February 1, 1,700 protesters had been injured, according to the interior minister. Seventeen protesters were arrested and charged with vandalism, and 128 were fined.

In contrast to the many tear gas canisters thrown, there have been no serious cases of police violence. However, in other countries, such as the United States and the United Kingdom, police have used excessive force, leading to the deaths of several protesters.

As for the legislation, the French government has proposed a bill that would criminalize the use of incendiary devices and the throwing of projectiles. The bill has been met with widespread opposition, with many protesters arguing that it would only serve to suppress free speech and political dissent.

The situation in France continues to escalate, with protesters demanding the resignation of the current government and calling for greater social and economic justice. The French government, however, remains committed to maintaining public order and security.
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"UNDERCUTS, MULLETS AND PIXIES, OH MY!": QUEER HAIR IS SELF-EXPRESSION
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Can semesters save us?

By Mikaela Pena

Can semesters save us?

A study done by the National Center for Education Statistics found that students who took a year off after college were more likely to graduate than those who did not. However, many students are hesitant to take a year off for a variety of reasons. Can semesters save us?

Semesters are the way that universities are structured, and they are typically associated with the high school system. As a high school student, I can see the benefits of semesters. They allow for a structured schedule and make it easier to keep track of deadlines and assignments. However, they can also be overwhelming and lead to burnout.

Semesters can also be beneficial for those who struggle with mental health. Taking a break from school can give students time to focus on their mental health and take a step back from the stress of college. However, it is important for students to be mindful of their mental health and seek help if needed.

In conclusion, semesters are beneficial for many students, but they can also be overwhelming and lead to burnout. Taking a break from school can give students time to focus on their mental health, but it is important for them to be mindful of their well-being and seek help if needed.
Despite the slow of women running for president in 2020, action is slow and bold, it’s time to expand the pool of candidates to include women. After all, being president of the United States means you are one of the most powerful individuals in the world. It’s a role that is not just for men and women everywhere. And yet, so far, only a few women have run as presidential candidates in recent elections. This is a problem that needs to be addressed.

New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo, California Gov. Gavin Newsom, and Harris, Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren and Hawaii Rep. Tulsi Gabbard have all announced their intentions to run as presidential candidates in 2020. While the elections of any one of these candidates would be a historic and a significant achievement for the women’s movement, fuller representation of women at all levels of society is necessary to bridge the gap in true gender equality.

Women make up roughly half of the global population. However, women continue to be grossly underrepresented in government, business, and global politics. Even after the 2019 elections in which more women were elected to Congress than ever before, women make up only 23.5 percent of the 116th Congress, according to the Center for American Women and Politics. Only 13% of U.S. state governors are women. Only 26% of leading corporate CEOs are women. Women’s issues are often handled at the lowest levels of government, and women are often left out of international discussions and negotiations.

At the 2018 United Nations Women Summit, former first lady Michelle Obama called people frequently to tell her she should run for president. She said she told him that “Yes, we can” joined the “Yes, we can’t.” It was just a question of whether she could make it work. In Obama’s opinion, many people think that Barack Obama was too successful in the fight against racism and the empowerment of women. If women’s issues are not addressed, there is no sense of justice.

During her presidential campaign, Hillary Clinton’s campaign gained momentum, and she was the first woman to win a major party’s nomination. However, Clinton’s campaign was ultimately unsuccessful, and she lost the nomination to Senator Bernie Sanders. Even then, she made history by running as the first major-party presidential candidate, and this would not be the case with a woman president.

Even though Hillary Clinton lost the nomination, she made history by running as the first major-party presidential candidate, and this would not be.

A VOTE FOR ME IS A VOTE AGAINST THE PATRIARCHY

Despite the slow of women running for president in 2020, action is slow and bold, it’s time to expand the pool of candidates to include women. After all, being president of the United States means you are one of the most powerful individuals in the world. It’s a role that is not just for men and women everywhere. And yet, so far, only a few women have run as presidential candidates in recent elections. This is a problem that needs to be addressed.

New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo, California Gov. Gavin Newsom, and Harris, Massachusetts Sen. Elizabeth Warren and Hawaii Rep. Tulsi Gabbard have all announced their intentions to run as presidential candidates in 2020. While the elections of any one of these candidates would be a historic and a significant achievement for the women’s movement, fuller representation of women at all levels of society is necessary to bridge the gap in true gender equality.

Women make up roughly half of the global population. However, women continue to be grossly underrepresented in government, business, and global politics. Even after the 2019 elections in which more women were elected to Congress than ever before, women make up only 23.5 percent of the 116th Congress, according to the Center for American Women and Politics. Only 13% of U.S. state governors are women. Only 26% of leading corporate CEOs are women. Women’s issues are often handled at the lowest levels of government, and women are often left out of international discussions and negotiations.

At the 2018 United Nations Women Summit, former first lady Michelle Obama called people frequently to tell her she should run for president. She said she told him that “Yes, we can” joined the “Yes, we can’t.” It was just a question of whether she could make it work. In Obama’s opinion, many people think that Barack Obama was too successful in the fight against racism and the empowerment of women. If women’s issues are not addressed, there is no sense of justice.
Nike embraces Kaepernick, and it’s completely genius

By Ben North

In the wake of the Nike advertisement featuring Colin Kaepernick, the company’s decision has been widely praised for its bold stance on social issues. Kaepernick’s activism against racial injustice and police brutality has resonated with many, and Nike’s endorsement is seen as a significant step forward in the fight against systemic oppression.

Nike’s advertisement, which showcased Kaepernick kneeling during the national anthem, was designed to highlight the issue of police brutality and the need for change. The ad has been praised for its powerful message, which many see as a reflection of the company’s commitment to social justice.

The advertisement has also sparked a heated debate, with some people expressing concern that Nike is using its platform to promote political views that some find offensive. However, many believe that Nike’s decision to support Kaepernick is a necessary step in the fight against systemic racism.

In addition to the advertisement, Nike has also released a series of social media posts encouraging people to “just do it.” These posts, featuring images of people of all backgrounds engaging in physical activity, have been praised for their uplifting message.

Overall, Nike’s decision to support Kaepernick is seen as a significant step forward in the fight against systemic racism. The company’s commitment to social justice is likely to continue to be a hallmark of its brand, as it seeks to use its platform to make a difference in the world.
Women's Basketball rivals Men's HAVOC

"We want to use our defense to establish the tempo and to help our offense generate some points. We talked a little bit about being chaotic out there and just being really aggressive."

---

Virginia Commonwealth University
Best Newspaper Sports Page/Spread

The Appalachian

Appalachian State University

Backcourt Duo Returns for Second Season

Backcourt guard Hend rash Shabazz jumps to score points for the Mountaineers. // File Photo

Basketball season is in full stride, and the App State men's basketball team is hoping to not only start their season off strong but also build up the momentum it takes to win the Sun Belt and advance further in NCAA tournament since 2000.

Head coach Joe Bax has an experienced roster at his disposal, but one of the biggest returning players is the tallest 5-foot-10-inch guard, senior Hend rash Shabazz and replacement Jason Forbes.

Bax, a Doctor, Georgia native, hit the ground running his first season. He made his responsibilities clear at the beginning of the season and he made sure to get off on the right foot.

Shabazz has a lot of confidence in me and a lot of trust in my coaching style. When he turned me and showed that he had confidence in me, it's just helpful for my game," Forbes said. "Coach Bax has been hard and a leader and helped the younger guys and even the older guys stay on track so we can prepare for a championship season."

In the season opener against Mary Hill, Bax earned a career-high 31 points and dished out four assists in a 125-60 win.

Slaughter is returning for his senior year and he is eagerly awaiting to advance his already impressive career with a Sun Belt Championship. He led the team in scoring last year, averaging 22.7 points per game. His play didn't go unnoticed and he was named to the Second Team All-Sun Belt First.

He also had an entire summer when he declared for the NBA draft but chose not to sign with an agent, which allowed him to stay fresh, but for his final year.

He also attended the '12 ESPN Elite Guard camp, which has some of the best guards in high school and college basketball. He is led by Na'Vill McKinnie and North Carolina native Christian Palms.

This season he was named preseason First Team All-Sun Belt.

"I still have a lot to prove and a whole season to play, so I just trying to focus on the season coming up and everything else will take care of itself," McKinnie said. "Practise like a pro and every game I feel like I'm going to get better and that's something that you have to adapt to being a team."
VICTORY

“I mean, that rush... adrenaline rush... it’s amazing.”

Cal Poly’s victory over UCSB is an adrenaline rush for Mustang fans.

Mustangs defeat UCSB 1-0 in Men’s Soccer rivalry

By Barnett Brown & Francisco Martinez

College Soccer has produced several memorable matches throughout the years. From College Cup appearances, to U.S. Men’s National Team camps, Mustangs have proven to be a force to be reckoned with. Mustangs played well against the Gauchos, making a point well being heard. They played well against the Gauchos, making a point well being heard.
TO ATTEND THE TALE OF
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Southern Illinois University Edwardsville

LIFESTYLES

METRO EAST EATS
BATTLE OF THE BUNS

1. IHOP
2. Layla
3. Mac's Local Eats
4. Fast Eddie's Bon-Air

Hi-Pointe Drive-In
African-Inspired Fashion On Show

Show strengthens fabric of local Black community

What we’re doing is more than just showcasing African fashion, we’re showcasing our culture. We are here to celebrate the diverse cultures and learn from each other.
THOUSANDS TAKE TO THE STREETS IN SLO FOR ANNUAL WOMEN’S MARCH

BY WANDER ROSARIO

This year’s March was the largest in the city’s history, drawing thousands of protesters to downtown. The organizers of the event say it was the largest women’s march in the country.

The event was organized by the SLO County Women’s March and was held in downtown SLO. The event included a speakers’ platform, a march, and a rally.

The speakers spoke about the importance of women’s rights and the need for equality in society.

The marchers held signs and wore signs-bearing statements of solidarity with women’s rights and against gender-based violence.

The rally ended with a speech by Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi, who addressed the crowd and urged them to continue fighting for women’s rights.

"This march is about more than just women’s rights," Pelosi said. "It’s about our future, our children, our homes, and our families. It’s about making sure that all of us are treated with respect and dignity."
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Daily Bruin

University of California, Los Angeles
EVERTHING SCHOOL

On Saturday, Nov. 23, 2013, the UK men’s basketball team avoided a historic upset by leading the highest-ranked team in the nation, No. 1-ranked Kentucky, to a win. The Cats finished the season with a 30-10 record, including a win over UK in the SEC tournament, and advanced to the Final Four. The team was led by freshman guard Aaron Harrison, who averaged 18.2 points per game.
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California Baptist University

First Division I basketball season kicks off with Midnight Madness

2nd place ribbon
No Room at the Inn for Fair Contracts

Chicago's hotel workers fight for their rights

97% of the employers were currently striking. They will remain there, 24 hours a day, until they are also able to negotiate contracts they feel are fair. "As long as it takes."
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Food plays an important role in our lives,

at least it does for me since I pretty much think about it constantly throughout the day. I’ll just be making up breakfast and I’ll already be thinking about what I’m eating for lunch and dinner that day. As that repurposing the editor-in-chief of a food magazine, I’m going to go with NO and say I got a pass on that!

I suppose food is important because we need it to sustain life, but I also agree that food plays a much more significant and symbolic role in our lives through our relationships with others and ourselves. Food is what brings joy and warmth into our homes, as well as to our bodies. Whether it’s sitting and sharing a basket of freshly baked bread with family (page 50), or eating some cheese and beer (page 48) while “cracking open a cold one with the best,” it’s a common experience that most people have. This is a feeling of comfort, love, and belonging; something that food provides.

In this issue, I wanted to represent the deeper meaning food plays in our lives by not only including fast articles such as the strong presence of local dining in the Syracuse area (page 20), but also addressing important topics such as food insecurity in Syracuse (page 18). The presence of both visually dynamic Syracuse’s incredible potential for growth, as well as a broader connection between food and community. Whether that community term means to you, get together and make an impact, whether it be shopping at the local food cooperative (page 52), or supporting a small nearby bakery that makes unique gourmet ice cream (page 45), always feel free to "Ask!"
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Contents
SPRING • SUMMER 2019

BITS • PIECES
6 THE CAMPAIGN GAME
How to decide your vote without a dart board.
7 MODERN SELF-HELP BOOKS
Practical advice for living your best life.
8 APPS THAT HOLD YOU ACCOUNTABLE
Struggling to stay on top of it all? There’s an app for that.
9 TRAVEL BAG ESSENTIALS
Going somewhere? We’ll help you pack.
10 ASMR
Can you feel it?
11 TRASH TO TREASURE
Here’s the dirt on up-cycling.

FOOD • DRINK
12 SUMMER ON A STICK
Gourmet treats from your freezer.
13 MOCKTAILS
Visit the cocktail, please.
14 DRESS IT UP
The secret’s in the sauce.

FASHION • BEAUTY
22 BEAUTY ON A BUDGET
Quality makeup at attractive prices.
23 BROW MAINTENANCE
How to shape the largest & most important part of your face.
24 NAILED IT
DIY nail art you can actually do.
25 SWIMWEAR FOR EVERY BODY
These brands get it right.
26 STATEMENT EARRINGS
Become your own conversation piece.
27 GUT HEALTH
There’s more to that gut feeling.
28 THE BLOODY TRUTH ABOUT PERIOD SEX
It’s all about the benefits.
29 LESBIAN SEX MYTHS
Where porn gets it wrong.
30 VAGINA HYGIENE
How to care for down there.

MUSIC • ENTERTAINMENT
31 ANCIENT POSE
Synth sounds, real emotions.
33 COMEDY QUEENS
Fearless and irresistible.
34 FOREIGN FILMS
Get familiar with these films.
35 THE ACCESSIBILITY GAME
Games for all, all for games.
36 QUEER ARTISTS TO FOLLOW
Come homo a kosher.
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THE BLUE BETO MOVEMENT

Close Senate race demonstrates divide in Texas politics

Story by MCKENNA MIDDLETON
Photos by MEREDITH WAGNER, CLAIRE GILBERT & MOLLY ATCHISON
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San Francisco State University
The most important steps I think we can take to prevent sexual assault are really to recognize that it’s a pervasive problem in society and on college campuses as well. And we can support each other.”

— Rachel Voel Schwing, social work assistant professor

KEEPING RELATIONSHIP VIOLENCE OUT OF THE DARK

College campuses are some of the more precarious locations for domestic violence and sexual assault. Rape is a crime.

If you experience domestic violence in your lifetime, the number is 1 in 4, according to the National Domestic Violence Hotline.

Criminal justice junior Sherron Stone and the idea to get into college affected by domestic violence who said there may not be a more profound statement.

It is important to let those affected know that they are not alone, and that resources are available for them, Stone said.

According toViolence Against Women's Act, the Texas Justice Institute National Network, the presence of evidence gathering usually associated with rape cases is more common in rape cases.

U.S. courts are beginning to use a model known asishi’s Report on Intimate Violence and Sexual Assault Prevention program on campus. These efforts include that help, but rarely effective, legal services.

“With the help of other professionals who were in our personal lives, they tell us how they know what they’re talking.”

For those who have been sexually assaulted, it’s important to know who to turn to for help. Family, friends, and other professionals are there to support and guide them.
First documented in 1983, Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) quickly became the most feared and mysterious disease in the United States. Underneath the fear and mystery, however, is an even more defining force behind AIDS: Hope. Patients and their loved ones turn to hope when there seems to be nothing else left. Though there is no official cure, two people have seemingly been "cured" of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (H.I.V.), the virus that causes AIDS, after receiving bone marrow transplants. However, scientists and doctors continue to study the case and are not yet ready to declare a cure. The cure was announced by the university, but patients have been monitored closely to ensure that the virus is no longer present in their bodies. This groundbreaking development has given hope to thousands of people who are living with HIV/AIDS around the world. The story of the two patients who were cured has been widely covered in the media, and it has brought new hope to people who are currently battling the disease. It is a reminder that despite the challenges we face, there is always hope for a better future.
At 5:45 p.m. on a Thursday evening, Freddie Baldi, a bus driver for the Vexo Transit System, was seen near the Vexo Transit Center, waiting for his next bus to arrive. Baldi has been driving buses for the Vexo Transit System for almost 20 years, and he has a passion for his job. He enjoys interacting with the passengers and making people feel happy and safe. He often shares stories about his experiences on the bus and how he has helped people in need.

Baldi drives the red route for the Baylor University bookstore, going to various locations throughout the city. He enjoys the variety of his route and the different people he meets every day. He says his favorite part of his job is meeting new people and hearing their stories.

Baldi resides in Waco, Texas, and is married with three children. He enjoys spending time with his family and friends, as well as playing golf and watching sports. He is a member of the Waco Lions Club and is active in the community.

Baldi takes great pride in his role as a bus driver and believes that his job is important in providing a safe and reliable method of transportation for the community. He says that he loves being able to help others and make them feel good.

Baldi’s dedication to his job and his passion for helping others is evident in his everyday interactions with passengers. He always strives to provide the best possible service and make people feel comfortable and safe during their journeys. He is a true asset to the Vexo Transit System and the community it serves.
SHOTS FIRED

When I FACED said, "shots, shots, shots, shots, shots, shots," we listened and took them to the next level.

BY LUCY BUNK | PHOTOS BY GAVIN LEXEILL

A re you a shot lover or hater? There is always a divide between those who will take a shot fresh and proud and those that will stick to their mixed drink. "Fire and brimstone," shots have the potential to pack a punch of flavor in that little glass. We are here to provide you with shots that are easy to make, unconventional, and are proven to get you fired up for the night ahead.

KINSEY BOOTS
Bring the feeling of a good beach cocktail to any party with a Kinsey Boots shot. Combine 1 fl oz Kinsey vodka (Aruba gin), a tropical fusion of coconut, pineapple, and lime, 1 tsp regular vodkas, 1 tsp orange juice, and a dash of lime juice.

WATERMELON TWIST
Revitalize the perfect summer barbecue by bringing this refreshing watermelon twist with a watermelon mint shot. Combine 1 fl oz vodka (or gin), 1 fl oz vodka at choice, and a splash of grapefruit juice.

DARE MAGIC
If you need something to satisfy your sweet tooth, shake up a round of Dark Magic with a bit of liqueur and an added sweetness of chocolate syrup. Mix in a jolt of vanilla extract and top with 1 fl oz chocolate syrup. Serve this delightful drink with a dollop of whipped cream.

THREE FIRE EXTINGUISHER
Get your night started with a jolt of energy from the Fire Extinguisher. The whiskey and cola will wake you up and get you ready for the night ahead. Combine 1 fl oz Frangelico Cinnamon Whiskey with 1 fl oz cola syrup. Top with a delicately toasted marshmallow.
BEHIND THE SCENES WITH
KINGS & QUEENS

Treu's Stars of Drag Unveiled
Words by欧阳子子
Photos by Jordan Lerner & Chelsea Leake

The chamber dressing room is the last stop before the main hall, the where backdrops, costumes, and stage elements take shape. The students are in the final stages of preparation, each with a specific role. The room is buzzing with activity as the performers transform into their characters.

The lights dim, and the audience is transported to another world. The performers take their places, each with a story to tell. As the curtains open, we are transported to a world of spectacle and entertainment.

At the end of the performance, Treu's Stars of Drag take a bow, acknowledging the audience's support. The night may be over, but the memories will last a lifetime. Thank you for joining us on this journey. We hope to see you again soon.
El Espejo magazine

Texas A&M University – San Antonio
Summer on a Stick

These treats are made with real ingredients to cheer you up and cool you down.

**Green Health Kick**
- 1 cup macadamia nuts
- 1 cup spinach
- 1 banana
- 1 teaspoon honey

Blend almonds, milk, spinach, banana, and honey until smooth. Pour into molds and freeze for six hours.

**Banana Coffee**
- 1/2 cup almond milk
- 1 scoop instant coffee
- 1 cup chopped walnuts
- 1 cup chocolate chips

Blend almonds, banana, coffee, and walnuts until smooth. Pour into molds and freeze for six hours.

**Refreshing Blueberry Mint**
- 1/2 cup lemon-lime soda
- 1/4 cup blueberries
- 4 Tbsp lemon juice
- 1/2 cup mint leaves

Slice mint leaves and fill the molds 1/3 way full with the soda. Add blueberries, mint leaves, and 4 Tbsp lemon juice into molds and freeze for six hours.

**Strawberry Sweet Tooth**
- 1/2 cup milk
- 1/2 cup plain yogurt
- 1 cup strawberries
- 1 cup white chocolate chips

Blend milk, yogurt, and strawberries until smooth. Pour into molds and freeze for six hours. Once frozen, melt white chocolate chips in a bowl 30 seconds microwave, stirring in between until fully melted. Drizzle the pops from molds with melted chocolate. Place on a tray and freeze for three more hours.

**Tropical Vacation**
- 1/2 cup coconut milk
- 1/2 cup pineapple, sliced
- 6 strawberries

Blend coconut milk, pineapple, and strawberries until smooth. Pour into molds and freeze for six hours.

*FOOD + DRINK*

*Drake Magazine*

*Drake University*
Exhibiting pre-performance strategies is important for athletes because it builds confi

FLYING a bridge over the local river.

ESSELL | VASSAR | BRIDGE | MAGAZINE | BEST MAGAZINE SPORTS PAGE/SPREAD

Swinging Bridge

Messiah College
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PSYCHED:

THE SCIENCE OF GETTING HYPE

BY LILLIAN KHATEB

Specifically, for athletes, they should aim to reach the optimal zone of functioning. This zone of functioning is unique to each individual and is the intersection between the arousal and performance level of each individual in their sport or activity. To reach their optimal zone of functioning, athletes employ different techniques in order to prepare for their competition.

The scene, that actually involves keeping things a little more relaxed and calm, revamped the scene. What actually happened was that people were more relaxed and transformed into a scene that was engaging and educational, which led us to believe that we should be more relaxed and excited about different things.
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COLD WATER SURFING IN WESTPORT

CALM THROUGH THE CHAOS

"It's never less than a battle," says Caleb West, owner of Westport Surf Shop. "It's almost every day of the year. When you do get a wave, it's just a matter of being in the right place at the right time." Ocean City, Maryland, is known for its cold water, making it a popular destination for surfers.
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GILDA WABBIT'S JOURNEY
BY ASHLEY HOLLAND

For years, shoes have been "Raging Dick Dawn". We take a look at how they evolved, with this look at gay culture, a phenomenon that has been around for some time. And then there are those who sport them as a form of fashion, and others who just like them. For years, shoes have been a topic of conversation, and now they are even a part of our everyday lives. But have you ever wondered what the story behind them is? This story tells the story of Gilda Wabbit's journey, a woman who has been a part of the gay scene for many years. She started as a shoe queen, but now she is making her mark as a model. Coming out of just being a shoe, Gilda is determined to change her own story.

At the beginning of the season, we spoke with a person who goes by the name of Lee Sams. Sams realized that she could stand out in the crowd and became a shoe queen as a full-time job. She makes shoes that are on trend and looks good in them. She also runs her own brand. After launching her own line, the shoe queen started getting more attention. It was clear that she was meant to be a shoe queen.

Just for the record, Gilda's friend had enough guts to pay the bills. She has had a number of jobs over the years, including work as a waitress and even as a cashier. Gilda's mother, who is a shoe designer, and her sister, who is an artist, have made a beautiful and stylish collection of shoes. Gilda's shoes are not only stylish, but they are also comfortable. They are made to last, and they are made to be worn.

Q: How did you get your start?
A: "Gilda Wabbit", like the movie "Lust, Caution, and Love," is the story of a woman who started with shoes.

Q: How did you become a shoe designer?
A: "I was a shoe designer from the age of 18. I started out designing shoes for my friends and family, and then I realized that I could make money doing it."

Q: What's your favorite shoe of the moment?
A: "I love the shoes I made for my friend's wedding. They were so elegant and elegant."

Q: What's the most challenging aspect of being a shoe designer?
A: "The most challenging aspect of being a shoe designer is making sure that the shoes are comfortable and stylish."

Q: What's the most rewarding aspect of being a shoe designer?
A: "The most rewarding aspect of being a shoe designer is seeing people wear my shoes and enjoying them."

Q: How have your shoes evolved over the years?
A: "My shoes have evolved from being simple and elegant to being more complex and stylish."

Q: What's the future of your shoes?
A: "I believe that the future of my shoes is bright. I am constantly looking for new ways to make my shoes even better."

Q: What's your advice for someone who wants to start a shoe business?
A: "My advice for someone who wants to start a shoe business is to be persistent. Don't give up, even when it gets tough. Remember why you started doing it, and continue to work towards your goals."

Q: What's your favorite shoe of all time?
A: "My favorite shoe of all time is the one I made for my friend's wedding. It was so beautiful and elegant."

Q: What's your favorite shoe of the season?
A: "My favorite shoe of the season is the one I made for my friend's wedding. It was so beautiful and elegant."

Q: What's the most important thing you've learned about shoes?
A: "The most important thing I've learned about shoes is that they can be a form of expression and a way to express yourself."
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How to Make it as a Freelancer

Content creator Maia Brooky’s advice on how to make it in the industry while balancing life.

Text by Kathleen O’Brien
Illustration by Maia Brooky

“'Kind of hate the idea of having a style. I try to stay away from limiting myself to that just because I get really bored super easily.'

Maia Brooky is a multidisciplinary artist currently based in Toronto. She is currently engaged at the University of Toronto, double-majoring in architecture and visual studies. Brooky’s freelance work has been published in outlets such as XYZ, Ymca, The Globe and Mail, and Vice.

Brooky’s industry experience working with illustration, digital illustration, animation, and graphic design is strong. Right now, they are moving towards creating more video work, employing their set, and becoming knowledgeable through their art and design work.

Here are five tips from the professional in the art and design world on how to succeed beautifully as a creative:

1. Do some research
   Give yourself the opportunity to think about what - mind and - mind
   - What is the right thing to be thinking about right now? -
   - What can you come up with now that you didn’t have time to think about before?

2. Ensure your design is adaptable
   - Tying the ability to accommodate to the client is important when working as a freelancer. It’s not always easy, but you can do something a little different.
   - You have to be flexible, and you have to be able to adapt.

3. Have a break and rest
   - Breaks help you work better.
   - When you take a break, you can go back and work on it more.

4. See your work as an artist
   - Artists are a lot of times the ones that do something different, creative, and unique.

5. ‘Just start’
   - ‘I think people are always so scared of starting to put work out there because they’re not ready. I’m not ready. I’m not ready. I can’t publish this work and I don’t think there’s ever something you’re ready for because you’re always going to be getting better.’

Brooky suggests to just put your work out there. “It’s the only way to start doing what I’m doing and start making money off of my work. I want to know how to just not be as hesitant about having a starting point and bringing about that thing that I’m going to continue being improved.”

More tips can be found at Brooky’s Portfolio.

---

If you want to check out Brooky’s work, visit their website at [www.yourwebsite.com](http://www.yourwebsite.com) or check them out on [Instagram](https://www.instagram.com)
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When Harvey Hit

Students began the first day of classes on Monday, August 28, only to find themselves dealing with Hurricane Harvey, which flooded their campus. At the time of writing, Rice students and faculty are still recovering from the aftermath of the hurricane.

The hurricane, which was initially expected to hit Texas on August 25, made landfall on August 26, causing widespread flooding and damage across the state. Harvey's path was marked by heavy rainfall, high winds, and storm surges, leading to severe flooding in areas such as Houston.

As Harvey hit, the campus was evacuated, and most students were advised to stay home. Classes were canceled, and the campus was left largely empty.

In the aftermath of the hurricane, the campus has been working to clear debris and restore services. The university has also set up a number of resources for students, including counseling and evacuation assistance.
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Celebration Of Nations

International Celebration Week, a monthly cultural event held on the first Thursday of the month, was celebrated with a special mini-week at California Baptist University by looking into cultural music, food and sports.

In CBS International Center, students were given a chance to celebrate the global culture. During the week, the International Office hosted various events to celebrate students' culture from different countries, including food, music, and language. Students dressed in traditional attire and performed cultural dances to celebrate their heritage.

The week-long event was a fun and popular activity across campus. Kaling, fire, senior Angelos celebrates his culture by wearing a traditional dress and singing traditional songs.}

Bridging gaps between countries

One of CBS’s four core values is to be “culturally minded,” which educates students on the importance of understanding and respecting different cultures. One of the activities during Celebration Week, “Cultural Night,” highlighted the idea that students should embrace the diversity of the university community. It’s important to expose students to different cultures through food, music, and language, which helps them understand and appreciate the differences.

Shelton says, “We want our domestic students to be able to see that through these events. Sometimes it might be intimidating to try to make friends, especially when you’re surrounded by a lot of international students from different parts of the world. However, through these activities, students can get to know each other and build friendships. This helps to break down barriers and bring people from different backgrounds together. It’s important to understand and appreciate each other’s uniqueness.”

HONORABLE MENTION
After six years of service as president of Elon University, Leo Lambert began a peaceful retirement on March 3. During his tenure, he made the campus feel like home, got to know the student body on a personal level, and heightened the school’s reputation.

During Lambert’s presidency, he increased the size of the student body, helped to decrease the student-faculty ratio, increased scholarship funding, established the Center for Innovative Teaching, built more than 100 buildings, awarded more than 23,000 diplomas, and much more.

He has been one of the most impactful presidents in the history of the university. For six consecutive years by the Office of Communications, he has been named one of the nation’s 20 best college presidents as an individual and as a president.

His firm voice, honorable values and insightful leadership have placed Elon in a position where students come first and are assured a quality education. His vision has redefined and reimagined the tradition of the private liberal arts institution, including what is possible for an term, meaningful relationships, and experiences life. Lambert’s effort to personalize Elon’s administration left a student body that feels more connected to him and Elon.

"I believe we have to create a nationally distinctive university renowned for experiential and engaged learning, with a premium on the quality of human relationships." - Leo Lambert

74 Leo Lambert
IN MEMORIAM

BELOVED BAPTIST EVANGELIST DIES AT 99

Rachel Cole, Editor-in-Chief

Oct. 22, 2021. Baylor was proud to remember beloved Baptist F. Graham, who died of natural causes at the age of 99. Graham was a prominent evangelist. He passed away in 2021, but his legacy lived on through his ministry work.

Graham was a tireless traveler, spreading the gospel of Jesus Christ to millions of people around the world. He faced the challenge of reaching people who had never heard of Christ, and he was successful in sharing the message of salvation and redemption.

In addition to his ministry work, Graham was a beloved hometown hero. He was known for his kindness and generosity to the people of Baylor and the surrounding community.

Baylor was saddened by the loss of this great man, and we extend our deepest condolences to his family and friends.
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Too Juul for school
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The student council at Indiana University has recently passed a resolution banning Juul devices on campus. The resolution was introduced by junior Alex Johnson, who said that she and her friends have noticed an increase in the use of these devices among students.

"Juul use has been on the rise on campus," Johnson said. "We have heard from students who have trouble focusing on their studies because of the constant distractions caused by Juul use. It's time for us to take a stand against this harmful trend."

The resolution calls for the administration to enforce a ban on Juul devices on campus, and for the university to provide resources for students who struggle with addiction. The resolution also encourages students to support each other in their efforts to quit using these devices.

"We believe that this ban will be a positive step towards a healthier campus environment," said Johnson. "We hope other universities will follow our lead in taking action against the use of Juul devices."

The resolution passed unanimously, with no opposition from other student council members. The university administration has pledged to enforce the ban as soon as possible. Students are encouraged to continue supporting the effort to create a smoke-free campus environment.
What do Students Prefer? 174 students were surveyed on their bubble tea preferences

- Jasmine 17%
- 12% Thai
- 12% Taro
- 8% Milk
- 4% Lychee
- 10% Topping

A Way of Life

Story, Photo, and Design by David Steele
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NEW RECRUTS ON COURT

Men's Basketball brings new faces for Division I

The California Baptist University men's basketball team is looking to make one of the best seasons in the program's history. The team is looking to continue its success through the addition of several new players. Being a vital part of the program, the new players will be expected to maintain a high level of competition and add to the team's overall success. Whether they are transfers or incoming freshmen, it is important to maintain all talent across the board. This year's team has made key additions to help the team during the season.

Head coach Jeff Capo said, "Our coaching staff has been working hard to put together a roster of players that will help us compete at a high level. The addition of new players is always exciting and we are excited to see the potential of this group."

With the addition of new talent, the team can help its chances of achieving Division I status. The team has been focused on developing a strong foundation and working towards achieving a successful season.
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Pridefest
Sasha Velour Headlines Pridefest drag show

Sasha Velour headlines the show, the staple attraction and signature event of the annual celebration. Her performance is a highlight of Pridefest, and she is well-known for her unique and show-stopping acts. The event is a major event in the LGBTQ+ community, attracting thousands of attendees who come to celebrate diversity and equality.
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Maile-led event pleases crowd

The month of October was highlighted by a special event for the Cal Baptist University student body in Bisonville Life hosted an annual Woofest event at the Box Theatre—a talent show led by radio performers. In addition to singing, the event included a variety of performances. The audience was entertained by a variety of acts, including singers, dancers, and instrumentalists. The night was filled with a festive atmosphere, with attendees enjoying the lively performances and engaging with each other.

Although these traditions, the year was the first time in CBU history to have a female-led event. Representative women from various departments, including the Student Life Office, the Office of Diversity and Inclusion, and the Office of Athletics, joined forces to organize this special event.

The night concluded with a vibrant after-party, where attendees could socialize and have a good time. The event was a significant milestone in the continued growth and development of the Bisonville Life community.
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Change in midterm enthusiasm turnout from 2014 to 2018

Voter enthusiasm for 2018

October

Registered voters rose from 65%- 77%

Age Groups

NATIONAL VOTERS DAY

Sept. 25

154,500

REGISTERED TO VOTE IN 2014

800,000

REGISTERED TO VOTE IN 2018
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Cryin Syrin: I'm so broke that...

I work three jobs on campus. And yet I'm so broke...

That McDonald's ice cream machine has better credit than me.

I'm broke.

By: Aneshia Turner
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You know what really bums me.

When a cartoonist doesn't give a character the same number of fingers from panel to panel?

No—writing final exams for classes? It's like, I'm stressed enough studying for exams! I don't want to write a big, long, five-page paper on top of that!

You call five pages a long paper?

So I've invented a way to write good essays with no effort! You take every fourteenth word from each of your sources, arrange them alphabetically, put it through Google Translate a few times, and voila!

So in other words, plaguing, but inconvenient.

It's not plagiarism, I credit all my sources.

Here's an excerpt from my essay on the Paris Uprising of 1832:

Progress! Everything and blood will make the right taste (Shönberg 113).

France's fall is alive, perhaps it is probably our grain, so some of the water sports can be understood that you will get water to yourself (Bourbill 74).

That sounds like angry poetry.

The professors won't care, they're as tired as we are.

Later, during grading:

It sounds like angry poetry, Bob, but it's five pages long and I kinda wanna give it an F+ and be done with it.
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The Whitehouse offers its deepest condolences to the families of the 12 victims of the [redacted] shooting in Thousand Oaks, California on November 7. We will keep you in our thoughts and prayers as we mourn this unpreventable tragedy. As a mark of solemn respect for the victims of the terrible act of violence perpetrated in Thousand Oaks, California, on Nov [redacted], by the authority vested in me as President of the United States by the Constitution.
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